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Designations
Existing management plans will be followed and any actions
within designated areas agreed with relevant authorities. No
forest operations are currently planned within the SAC & SSSI.

Proposed access track
Existing tracks
FC LEGAL BOUNDARY

Allt Easach Hydro-scheme
The FD will work with GHR to help facilitate construction through
timeous felling, and cooperation in respect of access and other
operational matters, such as shared use of tracks. GHR will apply
for planning consent for the scheme and associated access links.

Neighbours
FCS will liaise with neighbours regarding shared access, water
supplies, and asscoiated conifers on private land. FCS will keep
neighbours informed about operational plans.

Felling Strategy

±

All exotic conifers will be felled, including some felled to waste
where necessary due to small size. Felling in the area of GHR's
hydro-scheme will be completed by the intended construction
start date of February 2019. A tractor-trailer system of timber
handing to the shipping point will be used. Access to
Barrs Lodge will be maintained and its water supply protected.
Restocking strategy
Clearfelled areas will be replanted after cultivation with native
woodland. This will include an element of Scots pine for diversity
and possible longer term future commercial productivity on better
sites. This will improve native woodland habitat linkages and
landscape enhancement. No Scots pine will be planted within
550m of the existing Caledonian pinewood remnants in order to
protect them from Dothistroma. Diffuse upper edges will be
favoured, particularly on marginal sites, for landscape
enhancement. An element of conifer regeneration will be
accepted in the next rotation, but with a future goal of entirely
native woodland. Deer fencing will be maintained and overall
deer numbers reduced as a result of loss of cover. Riparian
corridors will be left open or allowed to regenerate with some
native woodland, with benefits for fish.

Timber haulage and harvesting
Timber will be shipped out from this location. No timber will go
out by land. This location avoids any direct impact on the SSSI.
Access to the shipping point will be along the shared access with
GHR. A stacking area for timber will be constructed at the lower
end of the track, along with a storage area for GHR's use. GHR
will include the slipway in its planning consent. The timber
merchant will seek planning consent for the marine facility.
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